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Fund commentary
In June, the fund delivered a negative performance in absolute terms, slightly underperforming major European equity
indexes. Year to date, the fund keeps managing to cushion much of the sharp declines and implied volatility seen in
equity markets, thanks to its unique biases, although already in negative territory, but significantly above the acute
selloff experienced by broad European equity indices.

The main positive relative contributors for June sector wise were Industrials (short largecap industrials such as
Schneider Electric or ABB, which lag during the quarter on macro slowdown fears), Technology (short bet on ASML,
burdened by negative comments from competitors/clients), and Real Estate. On the negative side, the main relative
contributor was the stock selection in Energy (OW the sector, which gave up part of its YTD overperformance), Basic
Materials (short names with a defensive tilt in chemicals such as Linde or Air Liquide) and Healthcare.

During the month the manager has implemented some changes seeking to adapt the portfolio to volatile markets and
capture opportunities as they arise. In this sense, the underweight in Financials and Technology was further reduced by
increasing the position in Intesa SanPaolo, STMicro and Infineon, while opening new positions in Teleperformance,
within Industrials, and reducing the exposure to Carrefour, Unilever or Bunzl.
In terms of flows, this month the fund experienced €38.6mn of net inflows, representing a 5.9% of its NAV.
The fund has a 98.1% exposure to equities, at the high-to-midpoint of its investment range (90%-100%).
The manager currently holds overweight positions in Consumer Staples, Energy, Telecommunications and utilities,
while remains underweight in Technology, Consumer Discretionary, Basic Materials, Financials, Industrials and
Healthcare.
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